Evidence that Th1 lymphocytes predominate in islet inflammation and thyroiditis in the BioBreeding (BB) rat.
Th1 cytokines are thought to play a key role in islet inflammation and destruction in insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM). We studied this hypothesis in the diabetes-prone (DP)-BB and the diabetes-resistant (DR)-BB rats that are used as a model of human IDDM. The DP-BB rat develops spontaneous autoimmune diabetes at the age of 11-14 weeks. In the DR-BB rat, diabetes is inducible by depletion of RT6+ lymphocytes and coadministration of polyinosinic:polycytidylic acid (Poly I:C). We used reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) and semi-quantitative PCR techniques to examine mRNA expression of Th1 and Th2 cytokines in inflamed islets and thyroids from DP-BB and DR-BB rats. We observed that in DP-BB and in treated DR-BB rats, the levels of TCR beta, IFN-gamma and IL-12p40 mRNA increase with disease progression. In contrast, expression of message for IL-2 and IL-4 is minimal to undetectable in DP-BB and RT6-depleted DR-BB animals at any age. Message for IL-10 is detectable in DP and DR islets; however, its level of expression does not change with disease progression. A similar cytokine mRNA profile is observed in inflamed thyroids from acutely diabetic RT6-depleted DR-BB rats. Incubation of 10 wk old DP islets for 48 h in the presence of anti-CD3 antibody, followed by an incubation with rIL-2 for an additional 5-7 days, results in an expansion of T lymphocytes, and these cells express high levels of IFN-gamma and IL-10 mRNA. Our results suggest that autoimmunity in DP-BB and DR-BB rats is mediated by Th1 lymphocytes and that IFN-gamma and IL-12 are likely to play a key role in islet and thyroid inflammation and destruction in IDDM.